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Back from the Meteorological Technology World Expo held in Amsterdam last October, that has been a unique opportunity to see and touch
first-hand the latest measurement and analysis technologies, we go on
talking about technology.
CAE is born by working in the field of hydrometeorology, but today it
is crucial to find a solution to face different kinds of extreme events,
which unfortunately are becoming more and more frequent every day,
and our company has been ready for several years to meet this kind
of needs.
We will report the words of Guido Bernardi, CAE Business Development Manager, who will explain the importance of multi-hazard systems, a single technology that helps tackle drought, forest fires, landslides and floods. All the damages caused by these phenomena can be
better reduced if we receive real-time information from the territory.
Being able to use one single field infrastructure, the same transmission
tools and the same IT equipment to handle all these measurements,
calculations and information simplifies pretty much our task.
This issue will also talk specifically about the technology used to reduce
the risk of hydrogeological instability. In particular, we will report the
intervention of Geologist Simone Colonnelli at RemTech: “The use of
the Wireless Sensor Network aiming at Emergency Management and
Risk Reduction in instability scenarios: application examples, strong
points and future perspectives.” To find out more about this topic, we
will also report an application case that will tell us more about the use
of the monitoring and alert system at Castelnuovo di Campli.
Finally, we will discuss the rigorous tests to which the 0-35 m LPR
radar hydrometer has been subjected. Apart from having passed the
various tests internally and obtained EC and FCC certifications, the
product has also been subjected to further tests in order to certify its
accuracy under real conditions and at the Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory of the University of Bologna.
Enjoy your reading!
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Tests certify the accuracy of the
LPR Radar Hydrometer

Edited by Patrizia Calzolari

CAE philosophy has
always been to do things
at our best. For 40 years,
quality has been our first
priority and, in this regard,
the tests to which our
equipment is subjected
are never enough. For
this reason, apart from
having passed the various tests internally and
obtained EC and FCC certifications, the LPR Radar Hydrometer has also
been subjected to further
tests in order to certify its
accuracy and precision
as far as the measurement of liquid levels.

which can be filled at variable levels and equipped
with a hydrometer with a
multiple point rated accuracy equal to a tenth of a
millimetre. Compared to
other types of tests, this
one has the advantage of
being performed in a controlled environment, as a
laboratory, but in the most
realistic context possible.
Actually, the instrument
measured the water level
and not the distance from
ideal perfectly reflecting
surfaces; moreover, there
were reflecting obstacles
in the surrounding envi-

The radar hydrometer was
compared to the primary
system of the Hydraulic
Engineering Laboratory of
the University of Bologna
as far as the measurement of liquid levels. The
test environment consists of a calibration tank

ronment. For this reason,
compared to the tests normally performed on other
producers’ equipment, the
test to which the LPR has
been subjected can certainly give more realistic
results.

This activity was aimed at
assessing the precision
and accuracy of the radar hydrometer, that is to
say the measurement of
random and systematic
errors. The more the individual values measured
under repeatability conditions are focused on
the average value of the
series of measurements
performed, the more the
measure is accurate. Accuracy, on the contrary,
expresses the absence of
systematic errors in the
measurement process.
The results obtained essentially confirmed what
the sensor data sheet
stated, and showed even
better performances as
far as the accuracy; as a
matter of fact, the standard deviation of the radar measurements performed at 2, 4, 5 and 6
metres has always been
less than 1 mm (for more
information, write to sales@cae.it).

BACK TO THE INDEX

have integrated the tests
with some field tests,
under real conditions, by
positioning a platform
(telescopic crane) beside
a lake. The tests were designed to verify the declared maximum distance of
the measurement range,
both in the ETSI certified
version and in the FCC
certified version, as well
as to assess the accuracy
of the sensor in terms of
repeatability of the measurement. According to
what emerged from the
laboratory test, the results highlighted the excellent performance of the
LPR, in this case also on
the entire measurement
range (0.5 ÷ 35 m).

In the laboratory, it was
not possible to test the
equipment at more than
6 metres in height; therefore CAE technicians
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Climate is changing. Guido Bernardi
tells us how Multi-Hazard Systems
allow us to optimize investments in
prevention
Guido Bernardi Business Development Manager

Why has CAE invested
in “multi-hazard” technologies?
We wanted to think
about the needs of Italian public authorities
and to give them the
opportunity to turn their
investments in prevention more effective.
Studies published by
the World Meteorological Organization prove
that the average savings produced by 1 Euro
invested in the risk
prevention connected
to extreme meteorological conditions rage
between 4 and 36 Euros during the following
years, depending on
the affected territory
and the methodology
of accounting. Apart
from these economic
savings, we should add
an increased security
for the citizens, which
is important as much
as it is difficult to monetize.
With the MHA technologies (Multi-Hazard System), any investment

planned by a public authority in order to reduce “flood risk”, which is
the most common risk
associated with meteorological conditions,
has a positive effect on
the reduction of other
risks, too. Since one of
the main skills of our
company has always
been the ability to create real-time monitoring systems for those
phenomena that are
traditionally associated
with hydrological and
meteorological fields,
extending the scope of
our activity to “landslides”, “forest fires” and
“quality of the water resource” has been a natural evolution. In times
of straightened circumstances for our public
authorities, investing in
multi-function technologies is an important
opportunity.

Locating a fire when
its dimensions are still
reduced, and therefore
having the possibility to extinguish it with
modest efforts, is now
possible due to the use
of high definition thermal cameras, as well
as to the implementation of the appropriate
algorithms. The more
you are able to know in
real time the meteorological conditions of an
area affected by a fire,
the more the prediction
of how the fire front
could expand in the following hours after its
detection is accurate:
temperature and humidity of air and soil,
atmospheric pressure,
rainfall and, above all,
wind direction and speed. Even before the fire
starts and is detected,
when we are still in a
phase of prevention
and
non-emergency
A single technology management,
these
that helps tackle drou- data provide a set of
ght, forest fires, land- “risk indicators” that
slides and floods: how describe the probabiliis it possible?
ty of a combustion and

BACK TO THE INDEX

the relevant danger.
With the same meteorological information,
integrated with the
measurements of the
hydrometric levels and
the flow of the water
courses, you can understand flood events
and, therefore, manage them. Through an
adequate
modelling,
it is possible to understand how a river flood will evolve. In other
cases, when the phenomenon is particularly fast, as it occurs to
some streams in case
of particularly intense
and concentrated rainfall, field equipment
can be programmed to
make decisions based
on the events, with no
need to wait for human
intervention,
which
could come too late.
This logic, integrated
with
locally-installed
technologies,
allows
us to activate an alarm
(traffic lights, sirens,
barriers ...) in case of
debris flows towards
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an inhabited area or a
flooded subway in a urban area.
Many kinds of landslides can also be “observed” in real time
in order to determine
both its past and prospective evolution. We
will need to integrate
the already mentioned
meteorological measurements with geotechnical ones, collected
at the site affected by
the instability. In this
case, even more than
in the previous ones,
the information rarely
allows the geologist to
have a deterministic
and definite prediction
of how the phenomenon will evolve hour by
hour, but it will be possible to evaluate the
hazard of an instability
in a given period. Once
again, we will be able to
make crucial decisions
for the safety of the citizens.
Therefore, it seems clear that all the damages
caused by these phenomena can be better
reduced if we receive
real-time information
from the territory. Being
able to use the same
field infrastructure, the
same
transmission
tools and the same IT

equipment to handle all
these measurements,
calculations and information simplifies pretty much our task.

nufacturer. If a public
authority uses MHA
technologies, virtually it
does not waste any of
the investments it has
previously made, and
We often hear about it is sure that the new
“interoperability
of implemented technolotechnologies.”
What gies will result from the
does this mean for integration of the best
CAE and how does it solutions on the maraffect multi-hazard ap- ket.
plications?
In the IT field, interope- Moreover, interoperabirability is the ability of lity as a wider concept
a system or IT product guarantees a very high
to cooperate and to degree of flexibility
exchange information in the architecture of
or services with other monitoring and alert
systems. For CAE, systems. Several orgait is an irreplaceable nizations and bodies,
characteristic of the such as Regional Funsystems we offer. Ap- ctional Centres, municiplying physical interfa- pal authorities, Univerces and standard pro- sity Departments, and
tocols, implementing maybe even National
widespread data recor- Parks, are often involding formats, and mas- ved in the management
sive implementation of of a critical scenario. In
web-based technolo- such cases, it is crucial
gies are all designed to to make the collected
promote interoperabili- data easily managety with third-party tech- able by all the people
nologies.
involved. Some users
may just need to check
There are many advan- the data on a fixed lotages that this appro- cation or mobile device,
ach guarantees to our while others may need
clients. First of all, a to integrate measures
system offered by CAE into an already existing
can always integrate database
developed
technological compo- with their own technonents, such as already logies. Finally, someoexisting sensors pro- ne may want to use the
duced by any other ma- regional radio networks

of the Civil Protection
in order to increase the
security and the reliability of the entire solution. Today, all this has
become possible and
easier thanks to interoperability.
Extending the scope
of your activity to multi-hazard systems is an
important step for your
company. How did you
prepare for this?
We
have
always
structured our work in
order to provide reliable
solutions, that are
especially effective in
emergency situations,
when meteorological
conditions are more
difficult. We have a department that intervenes remotely, as well
as field technicians ready to move anywhere
there is a system provided by our company,
always 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, and 365
days a year. Even in the
design and implementation of solutions we
always pay attention
to reliability and use
technologies that are
always
independent
from external power
supply and equipped
with transmission technologies that are,
if possible, redundant
and aimed at meeting
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the specific needs of
our customers.
But this is not enough.
Investments specifically aimed at expanding
the scope of activity
from the traditional
“hydrometeorological”
field to a “multi-hazard”
one began in 2010, with
a massive work on the

development of the Wireless Sensor Network
dedicated to landslides. Then, they continued with the launch of
the “Mhas” technology
in 2013, with its automatic Mhaster station,
and are still continuing
with many other innovations and news, that
we also discuss here

specific topics; moreover, we are now equipped with specialized
Since CAE’s concept is tools and have ongoing
to offer not just tech- collaborations
with
nology, but also a high companies, universiadded-value
service, ties and research cenwe are working hard tres specialized in each
on many other aspects: target area.
we have strengthened
the team thanks to a
staff specialized on
on this Magazine from
time to time.
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Live from RemTech: “the use of the Wireless Sensor Network aiming
at Emergency Management and Risk Reduction in instability
scenarios: application examples, strong points and future
perspectives” according to geologist Simone Colonnelli
BACK TO THE INDEX

• headquarters where to (for example: piezocheck the network and meters, inclinometers,
extensometers, and so
display the data;
on...) can be interfaced
• an alarm system, if ne- to the W-Points. Morecessary.
over, these sensors can
be supported by a RTK
The CAE wireless knots, GPS monitoring system
that are called W-poin- in order to control any
ts, can be connected possible deformation of
to various sensors lo- the surface.
cated in the area to be
On Thursday, Septem- lopments, that techni- monitored. Each knot Apart from the characteber 21st, Simone Colon- que has been consoli- controls the processes ristics of the hardwanelli, Geologist and CAE dated and has allowed of sampling, registra- re, the main strengths
Project Manager, spoke CAE to install almost tion and first elabora- of this solution are its
at the Esonda conference
tion of the data and functioning logics. Par200 knots all over Italy.
“Landslides caused by exit is equipped with 3 ticularly, we are talking
treme natural events”, at
analog inputs, that can about “multi-hop” sythe RemTech Expo. His in- Each WSN monitoring
be augmented up to stems where there is
tervention was about “The network is part of a wi12, and 2 digital input/ no need to configure in
use of the Wireless Sensor der system that, apart
Network aiming at Emer- from the field sensor output. Each W-Point advance the communiis self-sufficient from cation paths among the
gency Management and network, includes:
an energy point of view various knots, because
Risk Reduction in instability scenarios: application • a main station, located and presents an avera- they configure automaexamples, strong points outside the moving area, ge endurance of more tically and dynamicaland future perspectives.”
performing the coordi- than 10 months thanks ly, as the system is not
nation and acquisition of to its pack of batteries, submitted to any hierarThe first WSN used to the field sensor network, or a virtually unlimited chy among the knots.
monitor landslides was that can integrate wea- endurance thanks to This allows us to easily
created by CAE in 2010 ther sensors, if neces- the Solar Pack.
modify the geometrical
inside an experimenta- sary;
structure of the field
tion project carried out
All the geotechnical network and to adjust
together with the Univer- • one or more communi- sensors that are com- it to the evolution of the
sity of Bologna. Today, cation systems;
monly used in the field instability, without the
thanks to further deveof landslide monitoring need to intervene in the
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«software» configuration, by simply moving
the W-Point to where it
is more necessary and,
therefore, following how
the emergency evolves.
Moreover, the fact that
the network can keep
configuring itself allows
the system to survive
to any possible malfunction, if it has been designed with the appro- ke, the monitoring sypriate redundancy.
stem for the Panaro River expansion chamber,
This intervention gave and the ongoing project
us the opportunity to for the construction
introduce the audience of the landslide moniof RemTech to some toring network of the
application cases, for Region of Lombardia,
example the ones con- where for the first time
nected to the instal- in Italy we can see the
lations carried out in construction of a unimany Municipalities in- que, great integrated syside the “crater” of the stem for landslide molatest Italian earthqua- nitoring (to know more

about the above-mentioned projects, please
visit our website). The
flexibility of al these instruments allows us to
easily and quickly adapt
to different operational contexts, as well as
to efficiently meet the
various needs of the
clients, that go from
the monitoring of adverse situations from
a logistic point of view,

where traditional cablelying works could be
too complex or expensive, to the activation of
monitoring and alarm
systems aiming at public safety in emergency situations. Actually,
WSNs can be useful not
only to monitor landslides, but also to handle
other kinds of scenarios
connected to hydrogeological risk, allowing us
to reduce the risk itself
and to handle emergencies.
This intervention has
been broadcast live on
our Facebook page
(click here)
and now it is also available on YouTube at the
following link
(click here)

Photogallery
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A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) for
the landslide in Castelnuovo di Campli
(Teramo)
BACK TO THE INDEX

Once more, we are
talking about landslides. Last February,
a landslide occurred
in the Municipality of
Castelnuovo di Campli, in the province of
Teramo. Unlike the
landslide occurred in
Ponzano, which was
translational, the landslide in Castelnuovo
di Campli caused the
slope along the stream
Siccagno to collapse,
with a front of approximately 80 meters. That
was a sudden sinking
resulting from the rainfall episodes occurred
after the melting of the
heavy snowfalls of the
last period. Because
of this landslide movement, a stretch of
fence of a commercial
area collapsed, as well
as a medium-voltage
cabinet of the national
electric service (Enel)
that was approximately 6 meters high, two
garages and a stretch
of municipal street of
approximately 25 meters. This dramatic si-

tuation occurred just a
few meters from some
houses.
After performing a Feasibility Study, CAE
provided the Region of
Abruzzo with a full-scale and modern “turnkey” monitoring and
alert system that uses
self-configuring wireless networks thanks
to the WSN technology (Wireless Sensor
Network). The collapse
of the above-mentioned Enel cabinet caused a blackout that left
all the buildings of the
area without electricity; therefore, in order
to face any other similar situation and avoid
any possible malfunction, every element in
the supplied system is
self-functioning from
an energetic point of
view; moreover, the
use of solar panels and
buffer batteries allows
the system to self-function up to 30 days and
more.

More in detail, as far
as the composition of
the system, in order to
monitor the micro-movements occurring deeply in the soil, we used
multipoint extensometers located in inclined
holes along the ridge
of the southern mountainside,
specifically
at 12 and 25 meters
in depth. As far as the
surface movements,
we used clinometers
that measure the inclination variations of the
structures where they
are fixed; in detail, they
allow us to monitor the
inclination variations
both on a single axis
and on two planes per-

pendicular to the surface where they are fixed.
While monitoring soil
movements, the system is also equipped
with a thermo-pluviometric Mhaster station
that allows us to associate the evolution
of the instability to the
rainfalls on the spot; at
this purpose, we can
distinguish among 3
phases:
•

normality: no intense rainfalls or landslide movements
have been detected;

•

pre-alarm: rainfalls
exceed a determi-
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device connected to
the remote measuring
radio network of the re• alert in real time: gional monitoring serviwhen the condi- ce); this system sends
tions of the sy- the collected data both
stem change and to the Municipal Operathe
pluviometric tive Centre and the Funand geotechnical ctional Centre of the Cialert
thresholds vil Protection System.
are exceeded, the In such situations, the
system must com- availability of the colmunicate via vocal lected data is essential;
ned threshold of
to send alert notimessages, SMS or therefore, apart from
intensity, therefore
fications via vocal
e-mails, with the the traditional hardware
synthesis message,
the number safety
competent Authori- and software devices,
measures are increSMS and FAX.
CAE provides the comty.
ased and the headpetent Authorities with
quarters can send This system must guaa warning notifica- rantee the maximum All this is possible than- a valid support to detion;
level of reliability in ter- ks to the automatic dia- cision making, thanks
gnostic functionalities to a data visualisation
ms of:
of the system, as well service that uses a WEB
alarm: the movement of the geolo- • availability of data: as to its duplex com- platform which is 24h
gical sensors (signithis will allow the munication system (a mobile-accessible from
operators to inter- GPRS/UMTS modem an internet browser.
ficant inclinations)
involve the need
vene in an extre- and a UHF band radio
mely short time, in
case of anomalies;

•
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